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LIGO-Virgo	Network	Catches	Another	Neutron	Star	Collision	
	
LIGO-Virgo	udaabsduudaxin	matsissinotsimya	bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusii	
nAbuutsbiiya	
	
	
On	 April	 25,	 2019,	 the	 gravitational-wave	 observatory	 network	 that	 includes	 the	National	 Science	 Foundation's	
LIGO	and	the	European	Virgo	detectors	picked	up	what	appeared	to	be	gravitational	ripples	from	a	collision	of	two	
neutron	 stars.	 Now,	 a	 new	 study	 confirms	 that	 this	 event,	 which	 was	 witnessed	 by	 only	 one	 detector	 in	 the	
network,	 LIGO	Livingston,	was	 indeed	 likely	 the	 result	of	a	merger	of	 two	neutron	stars.	This	would	be	only	 the	
second	time	this	type	of	detection	has	ever	been	made.	
	

ani_k	matsigabisegisu	25,	2019,	mi_k	Abuduuxbiisii-o?bigimskaa	idabobo?gwis	
udaabsduudaxin	annuyi	nixii	National	Science	Foundation’s	LIGO	gii	mixisk	
European	Virgo	itu?gutsiisaduubyuyix	nAsigotsimya	anistsinatsiya	Abuduuxbiisii	
o?batsiigimskAsts	i_~tu*gabi	no?batsuutsiya	nadugAsts	bugutsistsbiixiya	
gagadusiix.		anu?k,	manessxgatsimya	agidugamuudanyuumya	mu?k	o?ganabii,	
nomaaniiya	nitsitstsi	itu?gutsiisaduubyuyi	udaabsduudaxin,	LIGO	Livingston,	
a?ganistabii	iibuutu?biiya	nadugAsts	bugutsistsbiixiya	gagadusiix	iganisdabii.	
	
	
The	 first	 such	 detection,	 which	 took	 place	 in	 August	 of	 2017,	 made	 history	 for	 being	 the	 first	 time	 that	 both	
gravitational	waves	and	light	were	detected	from	the	same	cosmic	event.	The	April	25	merger,	by	contrast,	did	not	
result	in	any	light	being	detected.	However,	through	an	analysis	of	the	gravitational-wave	data	alone,	researchers	
have	learned	that	the	cosmic	collision	resulted	in	a	merged	object	with	an	unusually	high	mass.	
	

ani_k	maduumstsi	no?guuniimya,	itu?gabi	idepu*gyagyup	2017,	AstutsimI	
uumaniniibuwI	issinotsimya	Abuduuxbiisii	o?bigimskAAsts	gii	awanatsi	
a?gitu?gabi	niduyi	spuu?ts	o?ganabi.		mu?k	matsigabisegisu	25	iibuutu?biiya,	
nu?gitsi,	matsinimAxa	anatsi.		inoxxinimya,	udayesxgatsibuwa	miistsi	
Abuduuxbiisii-o?bigimskaa	agooxtsiimaaniists,	agabo?gwisxinimAx	agessxinimya	
mu?k	spu?tsists	nAbuutsbiiya	nidoguum	iibutstsii	Iyinibii	stunadago.	
	
	
"From	conventional	observations	with	light,	we	already	know	of	17	binary	neutron	star	systems	in	our	own	galaxy	
and	we	have	estimated	the	masses	of	these	stars,"	says	Ben	Farr,	a	LIGO	team	member	based	at	the	University	of	
Oregon.	"What's	surprising	is	that	the	combined	mass	of	this	binary	is	much	higher	than	what	was	expected."	
	



“mustsk	 essxgamiiststsiists	 anatsiists,	 nitsxinibinaan	 itstsiya	 i_gitsigigubudui	
nadugayiists	 gagadusiix	 annuum	 spu?ts	 gii	 nitsuuxstuubinaan	 utu?	 sbigu	 mixsk	
gagadusiix,”	 awanii	 Ben	 Farr,	 anistapsi	 LIGO	 itsiinodabii	 i_dudu	 University	 of	
Oregon.		“ximatsitsiip	muxk	nadugayiists	Abutsdup	sbigu	dotsitsku*guk.”	
	
	
"We	 have	 detected	 a	 second	 event	 consistent	 with	 a	 binary	 neutron	 star	 system	 and	 this	 is	 an	 important	
confirmation	of	the	August	2017	event	that	marked	an	exciting	new	beginning	for	multi-messenger	astronomy	two	
years	ago,"	says	Jo	van	den	Brand,	Virgo	Spokesperson	and	professor	at	Maastricht	University,	and	Nikhef	and	VU	
University	Amsterdam	in	the	Netherlands.	Multi-messenger	astronomy	occurs	when	different	types	of	signals	are	
witnessed	simultaneously,	such	as	those	based	on	gravitational	waves	and	light.	
	

“nitu?gwinibinaan	nadugistsii	o?ganabii	niiduyaanistsiis	miix	nadugayiists	
bugutsistsbiixiya	gagdusiix	gii	essbumtsiya	agidugamuudanyuup	ani_k	
idepu*gyagyup	2017	0?ganabii	idumadapstsi	myanistsi	i_do?tsimop	
o?tsimsgadumya	axiibiisabesspsabii	nadugisduyi,”	awanii	Jo	van	den	Brand,	Virgo	
uudAdumaguwaa	gii	espssxinimatsdu?gii	miim	Maastricht	University,	gii	Nikhef	gii	
VU	University	Amsterdam	in	the	Netherlands.		myanistsi	i_do?tsimop	
o?tsimsgadumya	axiibiisabesspsabii	itsiigyabii	nu?gitsiists	Iyiinapsgagiists	
nomaaniipya	axitsigabustsiya,	imadanisdAtsii	mustsk	Abuduuxbiisii	
o?bigimskAAsts	gii	awanatsi	.	
	
	
The	study,	submitted	to	the	Astrophysical	Journal	Letters,	is	authored	by	an	international	team	that	comprises	the	
LIGO	 Scientific	 Collaboration	 and	 the	 Virgo	 Collaboration,	 the	 latter	 of	 which	 is	 associated	 with	 the	 Virgo	
gravitational-wave	detector	in	Italy.	The	results	were	presented	yesterday,	January	5,	at	the	235th	meeting	of	the	
American	Astronomical	Society	in	Honolulu,	Hawaii.		
	

amu?k	idessxgatsimya,	itsipstska?duup	Astrophysical	Journal	Letters,	nAsinAmya	
myanistsidabi	uugyabi	itsiinAbyaa	miix	LIGO	Scientific	Collaboration	gii	miix	Virgo	
Collaboration,	saguuts	itsibuutstsii	miix	Virgo	Abuduuxbiisii-o?bigimskaa	
itu?gutsiisaduubyuyix	miim	Italy.		utu?gwisxiniibuwa	Astamastu?giiya	maduni	
manstuyadusi	nisidui,	nadugibibiniibinisidui	omuya	muxsk	American	Astronomical	
Society	miim	Honolulu,	Hawaii.	
	
	
Neutron	stars	are	the	remnants	of	dead	stars	that	exploded.	When	two	neutron	stars	spiral	together,	they	undergo	
a	violent	merger	that	sends	gravitational	shudders	through	the	fabric	of	space	and	time.		
	

bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusiix	anistabiya	byabiya	gagadusiix	agAniix	nAsAxgaya.		
aganistsi	nAsaguuyiists	nadugAAsts	bugutsistsbiixiya	gagadusiix	ebuutstsiya,	



abuwabiixiiya	iibuutu?biiya	i_tu?dabsgibyatsimya	Abuduuxbiisii	Abu?buyii	
spu?tsiists.	
	
	
LIGO,	which	stands	for	the	Laser	Interferometer	Gravitational-Wave	Observatory,	became	the	first	observatory	to	
directly	detect	gravitational	waves	 in	2015;	 in	 that	 instance,	 the	waves	were	generated	by	the	 fierce	collision	of	
two	black	holes.	Since	then,	LIGO	and	Virgo	have	registered	dozens	of	additional	candidate	black	hole	mergers.		
	

LIGO,	anisdabanyusin	Laser	Interferometer	Gravitational-Wave	Observatory,	
maduumstsi	idabobo?gwisgiip	no?gwinimya	Abuduuxbiisii	o?bigimskAAsts	ni_k	
2015;	gyannimI	,	niistsi	o?bigimskAAsts	i_tu?dabiya	udAbutu?biisiists	
nadugayiists	sigooxgiya.	udAgyogadAdabuusiini	LIGO	gii	Virgo	itsiino?sup	
igagawoya	sigooxgiya	iibutstsiiya.	
	
The	project's	first	detection	of	a	neutron	star	merger	took	place	in	August	of	2017:	both	LIGO	detectors,	one	in	
Livingston,	Louisiana,	and	one	in	Hanford,	Washington,	detected	the	event,	together	with	a	host	of	light-based	
telescopes	around	the	world	(neutron	star	collisions	produce	light,	while	black	hole	collisions	are	generally	thought	
not	to	do	so).	This	merger	was	not	clearly	visible	in	the	Virgo	data,	but	that	fact	provided	key	information	to	
ultimately	pinpoint	the	event’s	location	in	the	sky.	
	

amu?k	uudabuudaxinuwa	maduum?tsiibutstsiiya	miix	bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusii	
itu?gabi	idepu*gyagyup	2017:	niduuyi	LIGO	itu?gutsiisaduubyuyix,	aniim	
Livingston,	Louisiana	gii	miim	Hanford,	Washington,	no?gutsiisaduumya	
o?ganabii,	nAbuutstsiya	igagawoya	i_dAbisabyup	anatsiists	essatsimya	anuum	
xa?gui	(bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusii	o?batsuutsiix	Astamatsugiiya	anatsii,	
aginaxisamuu	sigooxgiya	o?batsuutsi	madAstamatsugiiya	anatsii).		amu?k	
iibuuttu?biiya	matsugabiniimya	miim	Virgo	agooxtsiimaan,	iinoxxinimya	
ududamabii	iitsiinixin	ido?gwissxinimya	tsima	mi_k	o?ganabii	itstsii	mii	spu?ts.	
	
	
In	the	case	of	the	April	2019	event,	only	a	single	detector	in	the	LIGO-Virgo	network	picked	up	the	gravitational-
wave	signal—LIGO	Livingston.	The	LIGO	Hanford	detector	was	temporarily	offline,	and,	at	a	distance	of	more	than	
500	million	light-years,	the	event	was	too	faint	to	be	detected	with	Virgo's	current	sensitivity,	in	addition	to	being	
located	 in	 a	 region	 of	 sky	 where	 Virgo	 is	 less	 sensitive.	 Using	 the	 Livingston	 data,	 combined	 with	 information	
derived	from	Virgo’s	observations,	the	team	narrowed	the	location	of	the	event	to	a	patch	of	sky	more	than	8,200	
square	degrees	in	size,	or	about	20	percent	of	the	sky.	For	comparison,	the	August	2017	event	was	narrowed	to	a	
region	of	just	16	square	degrees,	or	0.04	percent	of	the	sky.		
	

gyamu?k	matsigabisegisu	2019	o?ganabii,	nitsitu?gutsiisaduubyuyix	miixsk	LIGO-
Virgo	udaabsduudaxin	innagidaduumya	mi_k	Abuduuxbiisii-o?bigimskaa	
Iyinapsgo-LIGO	Livingston.		miim	LIGO	Hanford	itu?gutsiisaduubyuyix	
Asugabistudutsimya	gii	matu?gotsisinotsimAxa	gii,	ixstunatsibistsi,	mu?k	
o?ganabi	iigumAbyuu	matu?gutu?tsiisaduumya	miix	Virgo	anu?k	



o?gutsiisaduubiists,	gii	i_batsitstsiiw	spu?ts	miix	Virgo	igayiguu	ayessatsisa.		
igamu?satsiip	miix	Livingston	agoostsiimaan,	agiitsibutsduup	itsinixin	
ido?gwissximya	mixsk	Virgo’s	essxgamiiststsiists,	nessbuumiix	
agitsidabsuxxinimya	itsitu*gabi	mu?k	o?ganabii	muum	spu?ts	inaku*tsi	axinimya.		
agiibuut?duup,	ni_k	idepu*gyagyup	2017	o?ganabii	igutsitssuxinimya.	
	
	
"This	is	our	first	published	event	for	a	single-observatory	detection,"	says	Caltech's	Anamaria	Effler,	a	scientist	who	
works	 at	 LIGO	 Livingston	Observatory.	 "But	Virgo	made	 a	 valuable	 contribution.	We	used	 information	 about	 its	
non-detection	to	tell	us	roughly	where	the	signal	must	have	originated	from."		
	

“gyamu?kgI	maduumstsi	sinaxin	nitsi-idabobo?gwisgiip	oo?gutsiisaduumyatix,”	
awanii	Caltech	Anamaria	Effler,	mugagyabiguwan	idabodagi	miim	LIGO	Livingston	
Observatory.		“aganyup	miix	Virgo	ikutu?gwigyup	itsbuum_daya.		
nitu*dwigi_binnaan	itsiinixin	ido?gwissximya	nu?tsitsxinibinaan	tsima	
Iyiinapsgagii	i-tu*dutstsii.”	
	
	
The	LIGO	data	reveal	that	the	combined	mass	of	the	merged	bodies	is	about	3.4	times	that	of	the	mass	of	our	sun.	
Typically,	 in	our	galaxy,	neutron	star	collisions	are	known	to	produce	final	masses	of	up	to	only	2.9	times	that	of	
sun.	One	possibility	for	the	unusually	high	mass	is	that	the	collision	took	place	not	between	two	neutron	stars,	but	
a	neutron	 star	and	a	black	hole,	 since	black	holes	are	heavier	 than	neutron	 stars.	But	 if	 this	were	 the	 case,	 the	
black	hole	would	have	 to	be	exceptionally	 small	 for	 its	 class.	 Instead,	 the	 scientists	believe	 it	 is	more	 likely	 that	
LIGO	witnessed	a	shattering	of	two	neutron	stars,	and	that	their	merger	resulted	in	a	newly	formed	black	hole	of	
about	3.4	solar	masses.		
	

miix	LIGO	agooxtsiimaan	awAstamatsugiya	Abuutsduupiists	manistsspiguyis	
aganyup	nuuxgum	nadusii.		anistsii,	anuum	spu?ts,	bugutsitsbiixiiya	gagadusi	
o?batsuutsiists	spiguyis	aganyup	nadugaya	nadusii.		a?gamanistsi	ixtunaduma?gu	
no?batsuutsii	bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusii	gii	sigooxga,	gyamusts	sigooxgiya	
utsitsxsugu	bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusiix.		igamanistsii,	amu?k	sigooxga	igaku*bugi.		
mugagyabiguwAx	idodabidagiya	miixk	LIGO	omaaniiya	nobuni_gadum	nadugaya	
bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusiix,	gii	udAbuutu?biisiwa	animI	Abugaa	sigooxga	
manitsspiguyis	nuuxgum	nadusii.	
	
	
"What	we	know	from	the	data	are	the	masses,	and	the	individual	masses	most	likely	correspond	to	neutron	stars.	
However,	 as	 a	 binary	 neutron	 star	 system,	 the	 total	mass	 is	much	 higher	than	 any	 of	 the	 other	 known	 galactic	
neutron	 star	 binaries,"	 says	 Surabhi	 Sachdev,	 a	 LIGO	 team	member	 based	 at	 Penn	 State.	 "And	 this	 could	 have	
interesting	implications	for	how	the	pair	originally	formed."	
	



“nitsxiniibinaan	agooxtsiimaan	ixsbigiya,	gii	nitstsiists	a?ganisdapssiya	
bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusiix.		udayesxgatsibuwa	nadugisstsii	bugutsitsbiixiya	
gagadusii	itsii_dan,	utspigisim	utsitsxbi	mustsk	agessxiniip	bugutsitsbiixiya	
gagadusiix	nadugisstsiists,”	awanii	Surabhi	Sachdev,	anstapsi	LIGO	essbuumi_da	
itsiinodabii	idabodagi	Penn	State.		“gii	igaxibisatsiitsiip	anisdabanyusin	tsa	
a?ku*dumadabyuya.”	
	
	
Neutron	star	pairs	are	thought	to	form	either	early	in	life,	when	companion	massive	stars	successively	die	one	by	
one—or	they	are	thought	to	come	together	 later	 in	 life	within	dense,	busy	environments.	The	LIGO	data	for	the	
April	25	event	do	not	indicate	which	of	these	scenarios	is	more	likely,	but	they	do	suggest	that	more	data	and	new	
models	are	needed	to	explain	the	unexpectedly	high	mass.		
	

nadugayiists	bugutsitsbiixiya	gagadusiix	igAbanitstsiiya	,	gii	matstsigiists	
spiguyiists	gagadusiix	agomadabiiniiya-gyI	igAsamu	skinasi	Asinasi	idabobop.		
miim	LIGO	agooxtsiimaan	mu?k	matsigabisegisu	bunisidu	o?ganabii	
matu*gAsamatsuginaan	maniisti,	ninu?xxiniibinaan	doxtsinabesgibinaan	
agooxtsimaaniists	gii	maniists	agabAsibiximmI	agidutsistabitsiip	utsstunatspiguyis.	
	
	
	
	
	
Additional	information	about	the	gravitational-wave	observatories:	

matstsigiists	Iiinapsgook	miistsk	Abuduuxbiisii-o?bigimsskaa	idabobo?gwisgiip:	

	
LIGO	 is	 funded	by	 the	National	Science	Foundation	 (NSF)	and	operated	by	Caltech	and	MIT,	which	conceived	of	
LIGO	and	lead	the	project.	Financial	support	for	the	Advanced	LIGO	project	was	led	by	the	NSF	with	Germany	(Max	
Planck	 Society),	 the	U.K.	 (Science	 and	 Technology	 Facilities	 Council)	 and	 Australia	 (Australian	 Research	 Council-
OzGrav)	making	 significant	 commitments	 and	 contributions	 to	 the	 project.	 Approximately	 1,300	 scientists	 from	
around	 the	 world	 participate	 in	 the	 effort	 through	 the	 LIGO	 Scientific	 Collaboration,	 which	 includes	 the	 GEO	
Collaboration.	A	list	of	additional	partners	is	available	at	https://my.ligo.org/census.php.	

	

LIGO	udessbummuuguwa	miix	National	Science	Foundation	(NSF)	gii	
odwitsgaduumya	miix	Caltech	gii	MIT,	annixgI	i_tsiiximstaaya	LIGO	gii	oxgadumya.		
i_tsibuumi_daya	manista?guutsbuumi_daya	miix	Advanced	LIGO	uudabuudaxin	
uududamabi	miix	NSF	gyaniix	Germany	(Max	Planck	Society),	miix	U.K.	(Science	
and	Technology	Facilities	Council)	gii	Australia	(Australian	Research	Council-
OzGrav)	i_tsbuumya	iixsuganiya	gii	itsbuumi_daya	muu?k	uudabuudaxix.		



stunadagayimya	mugagyabiguwAx	agitsinsuup	uugyabiix	anuum	xa?gui	
utsbuummuguwa	miix	LIGO	Scientific	Colloboration,	itsiinAbyaa	miix	GEO	
Collaboration.	matstsigiix	itsinaya	https://my.ligo.org/census.php.		
	
	
The	Virgo	Collaboration	is	currently	composed	of	approximately	520	members	from	99	institutes	in	11	different	
countries	including	Belgium,	France,	Germany,	Hungary,	Italy,	the	Netherlands,	Poland,	and	Spain.	The	European	
Gravitational	Observatory	(EGO)	hosts	the	Virgo	detector	near	Pisa	in	Italy,	and	is	funded	by	Centre	National	de	la	
Recherche	Scientifique	(CNRS)	in	France,	the	Istituto	Nazionale	di	Fisica	Nucleare	(INFN)	in	Italy,	and	Nikhef	in	the	
Netherlands.	A	list	of	the	Virgo	Collaboration	groups	can	be	found	at	http://public.virgo-gw.eu/the-virgo-
collaboration/.	More	information	is	available	on	the	Virgo	website	at	http://www.virgo-gw.eu.	
		

miix	Virgo	Collaboration	itsiinodabiiya	nisidwigibinatsibu	idabodagiiya	bisxibu	
naduyiists	niitsigubuduu		so?bAximskanAsts	itsiinAbyaatstsii	Belgium,	France,	
Germany,	Hungary,	Italy,	the	Netherlands,	Poland	gii	Spain.		miim	European	
Gravitational	Observatory	(EGO)	idutstsii	Virgo	itu?gutsiisaduubyuyix	miim	Pisa	
itstsiw	Italy,	gii	udessbumuuguwa	miix	Centre	National	de	la	Recherche	
Scientifique	(CNRS)	miim	France,	miix	Instituto	Nazionale	di	Fisica	Nucleare	(INFN)	
miim	Italy,	gii	Nikhef	in	the	Netherlands.	matstsigiix	miix	Virgo	Collaboration	
nuu?gadoonugitsimya	itsinaya	http://public.virgo-gw.eu/the-virgo-collaboration/.		
matstsigiists	Iyiinapsgook	agitu?guniipya	Virgo	http://www.virgo-gw.eu.	
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* This press release is translated into the Blackfoot language by Sharon Yellowfly (Siksika 
Nation) who has a Bachelor’s of Arts in Anthropology, a background in linguistics, & who is 
fluent in the Blackfoot language. This translation was made from a Blackfoot Dictionary 
Yellowfly is writing.  Yellowfly started this Blackfoot Dictionary project by writing words in 
1975 with help from her parents Percy & Cecile Yellowfly, as well as her brother Sherman 
Yellowfly and other family members.   This dictionary has been a labor of love and is a work in 
progress. 
 
Words in Yellowfly’s dictionary (and in this press release translation) are spelled phonetically 
with the English alphabet. Below is a pronunciation key which can be used for this translation.  
Here are notes on vowels & other symbols used to make sounds unique to the Blackfoot 
language: 
 

Pronunciation Key For Vowels,  & Other Symbols: 
	

	
                    BLACKFOOT          ENGLISH 

           a                   father 
           i                   eat 
           u       book 
           e                  let 
           o       go	

	
	

	
	
  x  -  six                                                      ?     -  glottal stop 
 A  -  acorn                                                           _     -  as in ‘he’ but held a little longer   
  I  -   ice                                                       *     -  who 

                                          ~     -  (not quite a full glottal stop ) as in ‘cotton’  
                       [bold letters]     -  inflection 
        

	


